
Week beginning 01.06.20 

Topic Overview 

Please remember that all written topic activites should be put into the 

children’s blue exercise book where possible 

Geography 

Help a member of your family to wash a car, or visit an automatic carwash. 

Which method do you think uses the least water? 

 

Art: Silsden Signage  

Look at examples of signage from different towns and cities, including your own. 

Decide whether they share any common features. Talk about the range of 

colours, fonts and wording used in the signage, explaining which style they 

prefer and why. 

 Think about a sign that you would like to place in your own city or town. What 

would it say? Decide whether to make a funny, poetic, acrostic or informative 

sign and why. Think about the purpose it would serve. Plan out your ideas using a 

mind map and share your proposals with your family. 

Note 

Remind the children that the writing on a well-designed sign should combine an 

attractive design with a simple, clear message. 

Make your own new sign for your town or village, or your favourite place in your 

town or village.  Stick the poster in your English book. Send a photo on Dojo to 

your class teacher. 



 

 

Science: Sun Safety 

L.O: I can explain the benefits and dangers of the sun. 

L.O: I know that light from the sun can be dangerous and that there are ways 

we can protect our eyes. 

Look at the PowerPoint that is attached. 

The Eye: Explain the function of the pupil and the retina using the Lesson 

Presentation. Ask children to look at their pupil in a mirror, then to close their 

eyes for 30 seconds. They should then open their eyes to see that the light 

quickly makes their pupil smaller. 



Damage: Discuss the damaging effect of bright lights. Emphasise the 

importance of never looking directly at the sun, or other bright lights.  

 

Protecting Your Eyes: Ask children how they think we can protect our eyes 

from damage from the sun.  Explain ways to keep our eyes safe. 

 

Activity: 

Design Your Own: The children should use their knowledge of the Sun and ways 

to protect our eyes to design a pair of sunglasses or a sun hat using the Sun 

Safety Design Activity Sheet. Once they have drawn their sun protection item, 

they then create an advert for it using the differentiated Sun Safety Advert 

Activity Sheet, explaining the harmful effects of the sun and how their 

sunglasses or sun hat protect against them.  

 

RE: 

Learning Question – Would visiting the River Ganges feel special to a non-Hindu? 

(This revisits and builds on the Year 3 learning so far about Hinduism.) 

 

Lesson 1 (w/b 1.6.20) 

Together come up with a list of as many ways we use water as you can.  Write a list, 

draw pictures or take it in turns to mime ideas.  Think and discuss – do I appreciate 

water?  What would life be like without it or without clean water?  Where does it come 

from? 

Children to respond creatively in some way – drawing or writing. 

Here is the start of a poem about water which could be continued or illustrated – or 

make your own up (it doesn’t have to rhyme!) 

 

I Am Water 

I tumble in torrents  

Down mountain sides steep, 

Plunging and pitching 

To lakes dark and deep. 

 

Music: Water Songs 

How many songs can you list that mention water or rivers? Get your 

family and friends to help, and then have some fun singing a selection! 

 



 

French 

We would like the children to keep up with their French 

studies and so we have subscribed to Language Angels 

which is an interactive program where the children can 

practice their acquisition through games and quizzes. 

                                     

Login details.  Which class is your child is in? 

3 Beech Children        Username - 3Beech   Password - silsden 

3 Elm children            Username - 3Elm       Password -  silsden 

3 Oak children           Username - 3Oak       Password -  silsden 

Note the capital letter for class name, and lowercase s for password.  
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Choose and click 

Choose and click 



 

PSHE 

COVID – 19: What Are Your Worries and How Can You Cope? 

This activity will ask you how you are feeling about COVID-19 and what you are 

worried about. The first page is completed for you as an example. Talk through 

the example with an adult and then complete the blank version on the following 

page. 

Once you have talked about what is worrying you, please look at the activity that 

shows some ideas of useful coping strategies to try. The blank activity sheet 

gives you the space to write your own ideas about what will help you to cope with 

and feel better about changes that might happen because of COVID-19. 

 

 

Remember to look up Harold’s Daily Diary at the link below: 

https://www.coramlifeeducation.org.uk/harolds-daily-diary 

See the PSHE Scarf Link document in the Useful documents section as this 

explains in more detail. 

 

 

L.O: I can name family members and relatives. 

 

Watch the Youtube clip below and then complete the word search. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZwiFOPg7NA 

 

 

https://www.coramlifeeducation.org.uk/harolds-daily-diary
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZwiFOPg7NA

